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My appetite 
A novel software tool to identify appetite disorders 
Obesity is a pandemic syndrome, one of the most prevalent and morbid diseases in developed countries. It is caused by a 
disorder of the feeding behavior, which is controlled by intrahypothalamic orexigenic and anorexigenic neurons. The 
diagnosis of obesity is often made by body measurements including weight, but it would be more precise to assess its 
development directly at the hypothalamic level. 
We provide here a software package to evaluate in vivo and automatically the "fed" or "fasted" state of the hypothalamus in 
the mouse and human brains, using Diffusion Weighted Imaging data sets with multiple b values. The program may be useful 
to assess hypothalamic function in obesity and other eating disorders. 
PURPOSE OF THE SOFTWARE  
A total of eight mice were investigated either "fed ad libitum" or "fasted for 48h". For each mouse, axial images showing 
the hypothalamus were obtained in both conditions. For each case, DWI were acquired with the diffusion gradient 
oriented in three orthogonal directions (left-right L-R, anterior-posterior A-P and head-foot H-F). DWI were acquired 
using a spin-echo Stejskal-Tanner sequence, with an in plane resolution of 128 x 128 pixels, every pixel being described 
by a 33 component vector representing intensity values along each of the three orthogonal directions. A similar 
approach was used to obtain DWI dataset from six human volunteers, receiving normal diet (fed) or after 24h of fasting 
(fasted). Fisher's discriminant analysis was then applied to the DWI data sets in order to find the linear projection that 
best discriminates the pixels belonging to a fed or fasted animal or human. The discriminant function obtained may be 
used later to classify additional data into one of the two classes. 
Our package is able to accept DWI data sets from mouse or human brains, providing automatically a classification of 
the new image in a scale of "appetite index" 0 (fed)-100 (fasted). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
FEATURES ILLUSTRATED AT THE EXHIBIT  
Fig. 1. Initial GUI of software package My Appetite 
We illustrate the operation of the program (Fig. 1) with a set of sample DWI images from the mouse or human brains using the data base described in Methods. The 
user may enter an external data base into the application or use preeexisting data base already configured in the software package. Features include: Data input, 
Train new model (Fig. 2) , Classify a subject, results expressed as "Appetite Index" (Fig. 3), and Export report. 
Fig. 2. Top panel: Representation of Fisher’s projection (fed-blue 
dots/fasted-red dots). Bottom panel: Example of classification where 
representative “appetite index” images from the brain of fed (blue pixels) or 
fasted (red pixels) mice are shown. 
Fig. 3. Example of  the “appetite index” of a mouse and the active brain 
regions (red pixels) in fasted state. 
